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Activities:

 Central Library of Vilnius city Municipality collects publications about Vilnius 
history, literature, education, culture, publications about Vilnius residents
and publications published by Vilnius residents. 

 At the library webpage users can find publications about Vilnius and
information about lore materials in a library. 

 Library catalogues bibliographic records about Vilnius (e-catalogue). Records
are prepared by books, periodicals, e-books etc. which library acquires. 

 From 2008 we are partners in a country library (Vilnius County Adomas 
Mickevicius Public Library) project „VILNIJOS VARTAI” (Gates of Vilnija) –
www.vilnijosvartai.lt . Central Library of Vilnius city Municipality collects and
prepares information and records about Vilnius suburbs also bioramas about
famous persons who lived in Vilnius and about their commemorative in
Vilnius.

http://www.vilnijosvartai.lt/


Virtual lore materials 





Publications about Vilnius acquired in 2014-2016: at the
library webpage show cover photo short annotation of

content and bibliographic record







Every month library workers colect articles at periocals about 
Vilnius and Vilnius residents or related to topics about Vilnius 

and prepare bibliographic records also publish short annotation 
of article and link to it







Mobile application VILNIUSGO

- innovative solution for promotion of Vilnius 
historical, nature and cultural heritage
- popularization of sites which are not known for 
audience
- saves time of users searching information 
- users can to create routes themselves
- more info will be on a library webpage 
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